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REGIMENT OF RENOWN
Anaran fl icked a lock of his long black hair from his eyes as he sighted on the Druchii female locked in a swirling melee with a silent Blademaster from 
the White Tower. They were duelling over the body of a Pheonix Guard, his headless body crumpled in the wet morning grass near the corpses of his two 
Corsair assailants. Anaran loosed and without looking to see if he had hit, drew a second arrow to aim at the monstrous lizard bearing down on the Dragon 
Prince to Anarans’ left. The arrogant Prince of Caledor contemptuously fl icked the blood of the former Cold One rider from his blade as the twelve foot 
beast bore down on him; the remains of the Prince’s mount hanging in shreds from its teeth. Anaran let fl y. However, distracted by movement behind him he 
loosed early, snarling as he watched his arrow ricochet harmlessly from the slavering horror’s scales. Cursing loudly he grasped for his knife only to fi nd his 
scabbard empty. He grimaced as he looked down to see a dull black knifepoint protruding from his chest. Soft as barbed silk a sibilant voice whispered in his 
ear. “Found you..” 

INTRODUCTION
Hello and welcome to the rules pack for Warhammer World’s Regiment of Renown event. There are tales told all over the Old World about 
bands of warriors performing heroic deeds outside of the crucible of pitched battle. These unsung heroes are the ultimate focus of this event 
and we will be playing lots of small games throughout the day to decide their fate. This way you can meet plenty of new people and play loads 
of great games using your band of chosen warriors. 

We see this as a perfect opportunity to really go to town on kit-bashing or converting up your very own, utterly unique Warhammer Regiment. 
This allows you to really go all out on personalising your warriors so that each has its own tale of glory (or infamy). Perhaps you will convert up 
the Imperial Hunter Weiss Strickler, a diehard mercenary for whom no job is too dirty, or the shamed Dragon Prince Imryl Silverwind who is 
sent out with a few loyal retainers on a mission to seek redemption. Whatever you choose to do, this is the chance you have been waiting for to 
pour your heart into some really fantastic models and take them for a day of fun and adventure!

John Bracken, Mercenary Captain of the Silent Legion.

REGISTERING WITH US ON THE DAY
You will need to register with us at the start of the day in order to confi rm your attendance. Registration for Regiment of Renown will be open 
between 8am and 9am on the day in question. We will need you to bring your Ticket for the Event and the name of your Regiment. The name 
of your regiment should be the name that will strike fear into your opponents like “The Red Blades”, “The Blackhearts” or “Silars Reavers”! 
Once you have registered with us you will be ready to embark on a day of action and adventure.

YOUR FORCE
In order to take part in Regiment of Renown, you will need to choose a band of unlikely heroes to send out on a series of deadly and daring 
tasks. These warriors can be selected using the rules below and will form your Regiment for the day.

• Your Regiment must have all its models chosen from one Warhammer Army Book. 
•  You may purchase individual models from units in your Army Book, ignoring any unit size restrictions. These then form seperate 

units on the battlefi eld which cannot join together.
• You may spend up to 100 points on your Regiment.
• You must have a minimum of three models in your Regiment.
• No model may have more than 3 wounds (even if it’s your Leader!).  
• You may have a maximum of twenty models in your Regiment.
•  A maximum of 25% the models in your Regiment may be armed with ranged weapons of any kind (round all fractions down). So a 

Regiment of eight models can have up to two models with ranged weapons and a Regiment of 9 models can have up to two models with 
ranged weapons. 

• You must spend at least 25% of your points on Core models from units.
• You may spend up to 50% of your points on Special models from units. 
• You may spend up to 25% of your points in Rare models from units. 
•  You may purchase weapon and armour upgrades for the models from their army lists’ entry of available upgrades on an individual basis. E.g. 

If you take 2 Warriors of Chaos you may give one a shield and the other a great weapon.  No other upgrades may be taken such as Fanatics, 
Sneaky Skulkers, Assassins, Nets, Weapon Teams etc.

•  You may not upgrade models to Unit Champions, Standard Bearers or Musicians under any circumstances, even if permitted to do so for 
free. 

• You may only have up to one model in your Regiment with the Fly special rule.
• The Rules for Duplicate Choices do not apply.
• You may not use the rules for Allies. 
• You may not choose any Lords or Heroes. (They are far too busy!)
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• You may use any in print and current Warhammer Fantasy Battle Army Book as well as any current and offi cial updates in White Dwarf. 
• Ethereal models (being rather diffi cult to control from a distance) may not be taken.
• You may not take War Machines of any kind (they are rather unsuited to scouting missions).
• Wood Elf players may take a set of trees as normal. 
• Orc Players may upgrade one of their Orcs to a Big ‘Un. 
• Dwarf Players may upgrade one Longbeard for every Dwarf Warrior in their Regiment.

Designers Note
Rules from Warhammer Forges productions are not in use at Regiment of Renown. However you may use the models to represent an 
appropriate entry from a Warhammer Army Book. (eg. A Chaos Dwarf Daemonsmith as a twisted Dwarf Leader or perhaps the Empire 
Mannans Blades models as Empire State Troops.)

DOGS OF WAR
You may upgrade up to three models from your Regiment to Dogs of War. These models then become grizzled veterans of many 
campaigns who have survived the horrors of the Old World and live to tell the (suitably gruesome) tale. These gnarly (and often deranged) 
warriors love to spin tall tales around a campfi re of past exploits and close escapes and impart a lifetime of battlefi eld experience to younger, 
fresher recruits. As appropriate for such hoary veterans, each Dog of War may choose a piece of Veterans Kit using the following rules: 

• Each Dog of War may take one piece of Veterans Kit.
• Each Dog of War may only have one piece of Veterans Kit.
• Each piece of Veterans Kit may only be taken once.

Designers Note
The Veterans Kit options are designed to not only add a bit of fun and character to your Regiment, but to give you some awesome modelling 
options as well. The Veterans Kit “Steel Lined Cloak” Scaly Skin (6+) could instead be a cloak that made from the skin of the nameless 
Drakwald beast that killed the wearers family, or a Sea Dragon cloak taken from a Dark Elf Reaver – we want you to really let your 
imaginations run riot with these!

None of the items below are magical in any way, even if they give seemingly magical effects. Each Dog of War has come to trust in the kit 
he has spent years fi ghting with and given any choice over which weapons to use, will always default to using his Veterans Kit (even over a 
Magical Weapon!). This will not prevent him fi ring a ranged weapon if he is allowed to do so.

The Blade of Prescient Perfection: This blade has been lovingly restored by its owner after every battle. 
Every nick, notch and scratch has been repaired time and again to produce a weapon that responds to the wielders 
swings with a mind of its own. 
Hand Weapon. Grants the wielder the Always Strikes First Special Rule.

Kraggis’ Pick: A large serrated Pick, this weapon has a reputation as vicious as its surly owner.
Hand Weapon: The wielder of the Pick gains the Armour Piercing Special Rule. 

El Grobis’ Mask of the Fearsome Renown: The Legendary Goblin Assassin El Grobi was infamous 
for his leering black leather mask. The fact that simultaneous sightings of El Grobi, in areas close to a 
thousand miles apart, has done nothing to detract from the seeping anxiety caused by the sight of this 
killers mask. 
The bearer causes Fear. 

The Brand of Accusation: Used to light campfi res at night and witches during the day, the humble 
fl aming brand as ever been a weapon of choice to those who fi ght in the dark places of the Old World. 
The bearer has Flaming Attacks for the purposes of both close combat and shooting. 

The Epic Flail: A large blackwood staff topped with a vicious assortment of blades, barbs and bones, once the 
bearer starts swinging, it often fi nds it hard to stop! 
Two Handed. Flail. The bearer has the Frenzy Special Rule. 

The Totem of Bilious Curses: The bearer of this totem sits by the fi re at night, brooding over past wrongs and 
muttering fell oaths of vengeance against those that wronged him.
The bearer has the Hatred Special Rule. 

Nick used this dangerous barstool to represent 
The Blade of Prescient Perfection.

This dwarf miner is a great way to represent 
Kraggis Pack.

This dwarf miner is a great way to represent This dwarf miner is a great way to represent 
Kraggis Pack.

John used this model to represent the wielder of 
The Epic Flail.
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The Horn of Ribald Tomfoolery: Crafted in order to mock the enemy as much as to signal a retreat, the 
bearer does more than just laugh in the face of death!
The bearer has the Immune to Psychology Special Rule.

The Spiky Shoulder Plates/Caprison of Puncturing: Brutal and effi cient (and often quite rusty), many 
of the cruder races in the Old World believe that charging headlong into the enemy should be rewarded with a 
similarly satisfying impact.
The bearer gains the Impact Hits (1) Special Rule.

Drogg’s Decapitiator: Regiments often punish their own, outside of the normal Military structure, in order to 
“clean house”. Offences punishable by death are few and far between, but every once in a while, a headsman is 
called for and it is with this massive serrated axe that the deed is done. 
Two Handed. The wielder gains the Killing Blow Special Rule. 

Stabby’s Rusty Stikka: There are few weapons more maligned than a rusty blade – the risk of infection far 
outweighing the actual physical damage it can cause.
Hand Weapon. The wielder gains the Poisoned Attacks Special Rule. 

Club Wiv a Nail In’: This mace was made from the purest warpstone, cooled in human blood and forged deep 
within the deamonforges of the Zharr Kahrank using stolen dwarven runes and Elfen enchantments. All these 
enchantments were then subsequently destroyed when an enterprising Orc raider decided to ‘improve’ it by driving 
a nail through the top, but it is an effective weapon nonetheless, if a little unpredictable.
Two Handed. The wielder gains the Random Attacks (d6) Special Rule.

The Scaled Boots of Delayed Alacrity: Used to run away and charge forth in equal measure these boots 
have never quite fi gured out if they are coming or going. 
The bearer gains the Random Movement (2d6) Special Rule. 

The Dashing Cloak of Heroic Renown: A cloak made from the remnants of captured regimental standards, 
the bearer has often taken blows that would kill a normal mortal, only to shrug them off with a fl ourish and a 
mirthful grin.
The bearer gains the Regeneration (5+) Special Rule.

Steel Lined Cloak: An old Veterans Trick, this cloak has been lined with steel bars in order to increase its 
protective qualities. This tends to make it less useful as a blanket during the long cold nights of the Old World, but 
any veteran still alive considers the compromise worth the odd shiver. 
The bearer gains the Scaly Skin (6+) Special Rule. 

Spiky Knee Pads: Even the most fell of creatures have vulnerable areas, which any veteran worth their salt 
will be swift to take advantage of, and these viciously spiked knee pads were designed to do just that. 
The bearer gains the Stomp Special Rule. 

The Shield of Stubborn Refusal: Rumoured to have been hewn from a Dwarfen Oathstone this reddish 
stone shield has never been passed on, it has always been recovered from the body of the previous owner, more often 
than not surrounded by the corpses of his enemies. 
The bearer gains the Stubborn Special Rule. 

The Blindfold of Fearlessness: Rarely employed against all but the most vicious of enemies, creatures prone to 
running off before the battle even starts have often been blindfolded in order to prevent panic.
The bearer gains the Stupidity Special Rule. 

The Worn Boots of Unseemly Haste: Survivors of battle will attest to the effectiveness of a swift charge, and 
an equally swift retreat if things go wrong.
The bearer gains the Swiftstride Special Rule.

The Regimental Standard: Throughout the ages, standards have fl own above the battlefi elds of the Old World 
both in defeat and in victory. Whether it be a hand woven silk masterpiece or a hulking big rock with a face 
hacked into it, the Regimental Standard is a rallying point for any member of the Regiment. 
Any member of the owning Regiment must re-roll all failed panic tests within 12" of the Banner.
Please note your leader cannot take the Regiment Standard Veterans Kit.

The corpse pinned to the back of this Crypt 
Horror is an ideal Totem of Bilious Curses.

Zak used this nightmarish ghoul to represent 
Droggs Decapitator.

Zak used this three headed dire wolf to 
Represent the extra gained by 

The Club Wiv a Nail in.

John used the heroic pose and white lion cloak 
to represent the Dashing Cloak of Heroic 

Renown.

Zak mounted a ghoul to represent the extra 
movement gained by the Worn Boots of 

Unseemly Haste.

Renown.
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The Regimental Musician: The Regimental Musician is one of the most important members of the unit. It 
is the Musician that wakes the Regiment in the morning, sounds the advance, the charge and the retreat. The 
instrument used varies dependant on race, but a gong, drum, bell or just an insanely loud voice are common in most 
races across the Old World. 
You must re-roll failed Rout tests if the bearer is alive. 

Hand Crafted Ammo: Silver bullets, blessed arrows, hand-made shot with oaths of vengeance inscribed on the 
tips – the list is as endless as the veterans who take the time to make each shot a personal message of pain to the 
intended victim. 
The wielder of this ammunition does not suffer the penalty to hit for fi ring a weapon at long range. 
The Last Chance: A cursed device, The Last Chance has many forms. In Khazalid it is known as “Final 
Spite” and is shot made from carved dragons teeth with vicious runes of undoing carved into them. In Elvish it is 
known as “The Final Whisper of Deaths Passing” and is often a long, black fl etched arrow inscribed with spells of 
the most malefi c kind. For most however it is The Last Chance, a hate-fi lled weapon of last resort which burrows 
deep into the fl esh and then spreads oily black poison throughout the target, vitrifying veins and rotting fl esh until 
the unlucky target is nothing more than a ragged pulpy mess on the ground. 

One Use Only. Declare you will use The Last Chance before Rolling to Hit. Should you choose to fi re The Last Chance, you may double the 
range of your weapon. If the shot hits, it will automatically wound with no armour saves allowed. If your ranged weapon has the Multiple Shots 
or the Multiple Wounds special rule ignore these rules for this shot – the power of The Last Chance overrides any such lesser mechanics.

Please note if you take a piece of Kit which grants a special rule on a model that already has that rule there is no additional effect. Don’t waste 
them!

Please note that your Leader may be a Dog of War but be warned there is a risk as this will make him quite the valuable target, as you will see 
later. Should you choose this path, we expect to see a suitably awesome conversion done to represent your Leader’s (hopefully) epic prowess!

THE LEADER
Every company, no matter if they are made of murderous cut-throats or honourable knights, has a Leader. The Leader knows the plan (or 
pretends to) and inspires his followers on to mightier deeds. The model with the highest leadership in your force must be your Leader. If there 
are multiple models with the same leadership then you must choose between them who the leader is.
•  If you wish, you may upgrade your Leader to a Unit Champion of the appropriate type. So a player who has chosen a Savage Orc to lead his 

Regiment could pay 15 points and upgrade his Leader to a Savage Orc Boss.
•  Your Leader gains +1 Wound. You will not benefi t from the extra wound if your Leader would then become a four wound model, so choose 

wisely! 
 
Designers Note
Don’t forget, once you have had your Leader upgrade, they may have access to extra wargear such as hochland longrifl es, braces of repeater handbows, 
extra-sharp hedgehogs – all kinds of things! You may purchase these from your 100 points as normal, but you may not purchase any magic items they may be 
allowed – this is covered already by their allocation. 

Designers Note
If you are using a Vampire Counts or Tomb King Regiment of Renown, treat your Leader as the Hierophant/General as appropriate. Please note that the 
rules for your army crumbling after the death of your General/Hierophant are not in effect.

Your leader gains the “Inspiring Presence” Rule from page 107 from the Warhammer Rulebook. 

Your Leader may choose up to 20 points of Magic Items from the Warhammer Rulebook following all the normal rules. (Pages 173 – 177). 
These points do not come from your 100 point Regiment allocation and are “free” – your Leader needs to be special, after all! (If your Leader 
is only equipped with Claws/Teeth/Fangs or some other such “non-weapon” that for all intents and purposes counts as a hand weapon, then you 
may still buy him Magic Weapon from the list.)

Nick used the barrel full of courage-including 
dwarfen beer to act as his Regimental Standard.

The dwarf quarreller could easily be carrying 
Hand Crafted Ammo.
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At the end of each game you may roll 2d6 and add on the number of models your Leader dealt the killing strike to and consult the chart below 
(Your Leader may roll for an upgrade even if he/she/it died – see the “Born Survivor Rule below):

2 D6 + Leader’s Kills last game Upgrade

2 – 3 – Master Scout - Your Leader gains +1 Movement
4 – Iron Arm - Your Leader gains +1 Strength
5 – Hard Bitten - Your Leader gains +1 Toughness
6 –  Ferocious Blows - Your Leader gains +1 Attack
7 –  Master at Arms - Your Leader gains +1 Weapon Skill or +1 Ballistic Skill
8 – Heroic Resolve - Your Leader gains +1 Leadership
9 – Master at Arms - Your Leader gains either +1 Weapon Skill or +1 Ballistic Skill
10 – Lightning Refl exes - Your Leader gains either +1 Movement or +1 Initiative
11 – True Grit - Your Leader gains either +1 Strength or +1 Toughness
12 – Lord of Battle - Your Leader gains either +1 Attack or +1 Wound
13 – Living Legend - Your Leader gains either +1 Wound, +1 Attack, +1Strength or +1 Toughness.
14+ – Mythic Warrior - Your Leader gains +1 to a statistic of your choice.
• When you gain an upgrade, note it on your Leader Record Sheet and have your opponent initial it in the appropriate place.
• Each Statistic may only be upgraded a maximum of twice. (eg. +2 Weapon Skill or +2 Strength)
• Note that you may not go above three wounds under any circumstances.
• If you cannot upgrade a Statistic any further you may re-roll until you get a statistic you may increase. 
•  If you have a choice between two Statistics and one of the choices is not allowed, you must choose the other option. (eg if you roll an 8 and 

your Leader has already gained two points of Weapon Skill, then you must choose the Ballistic Skill upgrade, you do not re-roll the result).

BORN SURVIVOR:
If your Leader is killed during a game, it is assumed that, while they can no longer take part in the battle, they aren’t actually “dead” – just 
really badly wounded. But fear not, they’ll recover in time for the next game, so they keep their upgrades from game to game!

THE RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
These guidelines have been created in order to ensure everyone has a great hobby experience at all of our events. The intention is that, whilst 
ensuring everyone can take full advantage of their creative urges, there is no confusion over what models represent and that the event is relaxed 
and enjoyable for all.

Miniatures
•  All of your models must be fully assembled, fully painted, based and fully represent what is on your army list (including all 

equipment).
• Every miniature and component must be produced by Games Workshop (Citadel, Forge World or Warhammer Forge).
•  We know many people like to take the opportunity to convert models for thematic and creative reasons. We actively encourage this, but do 

ask that if you are going to do so, please check with the events team fi rst. We may ask you to make allowances at the event in order to ensure 
there is no confusion for your opponents.

•  Fully based” means that the base of every model in your army has had some texture added to the entire base, replete with an appropriate 
paint job. The only exception to this are the smaller clear fl ying stands for High Elf Eagles, Doom Diver counters and other similar models.

Proxies
•    A “proxy miniature” is a model that is standing in for something else and has not been changed in any way.

Examples include using Spider Riders as Wolf Riders or Tyranid Raveners as Fiends of Slannesh.
•  We do not allow any proxy miniatures at our events. If Games Workshop produces a model for a unit entry, we expect you to use the correct 

model, for the sake of clarity to your opponent. (For conversions, please see the point above in the ‘Miniatures’ section).
•  If you wish to personalize your units and/or convert/kit bash plastic or Citadel Finecast kits to create your own unique models that fi t your 

vision of your army, please check with the events team fi rst. We may ask you to make allowances at the event in order to ensure enjoyment of 
your opponents. Simply gluing a spider to a plastic Night Goblin won’t make him a Fanatic, but adding a banner to an Exalted Champion of 
Chaos would make him a Battle Standard Bearer.
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Conduct
•  We do ask that you try and resolve any rules problems yourselves using your rulebooks. If you can’t, or you need help, feel free to call over a 

member of staff.
•  Remember the most important rule – everyone is here to have fun!

If you have any questions regarding the Rules of Engagement, please feel free to contact us with any other queries (details at the end of this 
pack).

WHAT TO BRING
Don’t forget–
• Your models! Whatever you do, don’t forget to bring your Regiment with you!
• Your ticket for the event.
• Two copies of your army list.
• Your dice, templates and tape measure
• Your copy of the Warhammer Fantasy Rulebook, and any Army Book or White Dwarf updates you require.
• We recommend bringing some glue with you to repair any breakages.

Lunch
Lunch is provided on the day, served in our restaurant to all participants. If you have any dietary requirements, please make sure to tell us 
when you register.
That is everything you need to know in order to attend a Regiment of Renown event. But if you want to know extra details of how 
the event will work, carry on reading!

Skulls for the Skull Throne!
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NOT ONE STEP BACK!
Regiments of Renown have never had it easy. Sometimes you meet the enemy as you are marching to battle, sometimes you are 
sent on a do-or-die scouting mission from which there is little hope of return. Either way, the stoic heroes of such regiments take 
such things in their stride – it’s what they are here for after all. As both Regiments sight the enemy, there is little time for in depth 
planning – it’s simply fi ght to the end! 

THE ARMIES
The player chooses his force using the rules in the Regiment of Renown rules pack.

THE BATTLEFIELD
The battle will be fought on a 4’x4’ table. Terrain will be preset by the Events Team. There will be a generous amount of scenery on each table, 
but players should feel free to re-arrange terrain between them before they roll for which table side they will deploy on. 

DEPLOYMENT
Roll off to see which player picks which half of the table they will deploy in. Their opponent will deploy in the other half. In case of a draw, just 
roll until each player gets a different result.

The player who won the roll off then deploys their entire Regiment. Units (remember, every model is an individual unit – see Every Man for 
Himself! Below) may be placed anywhere in their deployment zone that is further than 12” from the centre line. 
In addition, see the “Here and Now!” rule under Scenario Special Rules later.

FIRST TURN
After deployment, the player that deployed second rolls a dice. On the roll of a 6 that player chooses who takes the fi rst turn. On the roll of a 
1-5 the player that deployed fi rst chooses who takes the fi rst turn.

GAME LENGTH
The game will last until the time runs out or until one player’s Regiment routs, whichever comes fi rst.

VICTORY POINTS
At the end of each game you will need to hand in your results slips to the Events Team along with your opponent’s. Please record 
the number of Victory Points you gained during the battle on it. 

“With me ... Arg!”If the enemy Leader has been killed or has fl ed the table for any reason it is worth an extra 40 Victory Points on top of his 
cost. (This covers his free champion upgrade and 20 points of magic items)
“Do you want to live f....Aiiiieeee!”: If an enemy Dog of War has been killed or has fl ed the table for any reason each is worth an extra 10 
Victory Points. Please note that if your Leader is also a Dog of War he will be worth the points for being both a Dog of War and a Leader – 
slaying such a mighty individual is to be rewarded after all!

Dead or Fled: As Described on page 143 of the Warhammer Rulebook.
Give Them No Quarter!: Gain 50 Victory Points for the fi rst time your opponent takes a Rout test. 
Seize Ground: You score additional Victory Points for every one of your non-fl eeing models in your opponents Deployment Zone at the end 
of the game. Each model will score Victory Points equal to its cost. E.g. A Night Goblin with a bow would score 3 Victory Points, a Chaos 
Knight would score 40.

SCENARIO SPECIAL RULES
 Every Man for Himself! – Each model in this scenario is treated as an individual unit in all respects. 
They’re Everywhere! – Each model in this scenario has a 360 degree line of sight for all purposes including shooting and declaring charges. 
Treat the models fl ank and rear as normal.
They’re Counting on Us! – Only wounds caused in combat count towards combat resolution.
Get Back in the Fight! – Buildings are treated as impassable terrain. 
No Safe Haven - All Forests are treated as Mysterious.
Here and Now! – All models in your Regiment must deploy on the table to start with. They may not sneak, tunnel, fl y, scout, magically portal, 
lurk beneath the sands, mine or in any way be anywhere except in your deployment zone when the game starts.
Routing: When a Regiment is reduced to less than half of its starting models it counts as being “Broken”. At the very beginning of a 
Regiments Player Turn in which his Regiment is Broken, that player must take a Leadership test on the highest Leadership available in his 
Regiment. Do not count fl eeing units or units that have been destroyed when determining which Leadership value to use. If the Rout test 
is failed, the game immediately ends and Victory Points are scored as detailed above. Please note you must take this test even if your entire 
Regiment (or all thats left of it) is Unbreakable, Immune to Psychology, etc.
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FAVOURITE OPPONENT VOTES
On your record sheets, you will see there is a slip for “Favourite Opponent”. At the end of the day, we would ask you to let us know who you 
most enjoyed playing against for whatever reason you like. Maybe they were just a thoroughly pleasant chap, or their Regiment was really well 
painted/converted. Maybe it was a really close game or you learned a new tactic you didn’t think of before? Please hand us your votes when you 
hand in your fi nal game result. For every vote you receive from other players in this way, you will receive an additional 100 Victory Points.

MEDALS AND HONOURS
At the end of the day, we will be recognizing the following accomplishments. Each winner will be presented with an award to refl ect their 
valorous acts!
Lord of Renown – for the player that scored the highest number of Victory Points.
Hero of Renown – for the player who scored the second highest number of Victory Points.
Champion of Renown – for the player who scored the third highest number of Victory Points.
The Regiment of Renown – For the player we deem to have the Best Regiment of Renown.
Hero of Legend – For the player who receives the highest number of votes for the Hero of Legend painting competition.
Hero of the Hour – For the player/players who receive the most amount of Favourite Opponent votes.
Scribe of Renown – For the player who presents us with the Best Army List.
Warhammer World Knight of the Inner Circle – a rare and prestigious award indeed, this is only awarded to any player at a Warhammer 
World event who receives 100% of available Favourite Opponent votes (in this case, all 8!)

HOBBY AWARDS
The Regiment of Renown
During the day, the Events Team will scout the hall and choose the Regiment we think is the best presented. This Regiment will be awarded 
the “The Regiment of Renown” award during the award ceremony.

What we will be looking for will be–
• Quality of Painting – is there a high technical quality of painting across the force?
• Appearance as a whole – does the Regiment look great as a whole on the table? Do the models complement each other?
• Originality – are there conversions, or a colour scheme we haven’t seen before? Is your Regiment unique?
• Theme – is your Regiment obviously a band of hardened warriors or are they fresh recruits?
• Centrepiece – is there a great centrepiece model for the Regiment?
• Regiment extras – have you got anything else that really sums up the character of your regiment?
• Your Leader – Does your Leader have all his gear modelled on in a suitable way? Does he refl ect your Regiments name and history?
•  Your Dogs of War – Do your Dogs of War have their Special Rules modelled on in an appropriate way? Do they stand out from your 

regular rank and fi le? Do they look like their names? (like Dogg One-Eye, or ‘Ol Skartoof for example)
The Hero of Legends Painting Competition is run alongside many of our other events here at Warhammer World, and Regiment of 
Renown is no exception! This is a great chance to show off your leader, one of your specialists or another model you’re proud of. At lunch time, 
we will give every player the opportunity to enter any model from their Regiment into the competition. You will be given an entry slip – 
simply fi ll in your name on the reverse of it and your ticket number on the front. Then place your model in one of our cabinets. After 12:30, all 
players may vote on which model they think is the best using the voting slips on your record cards. The player whose model receives the most 
number of votes will be named The Hero of Legend at the Award Ceremony.

Scribe of Renown
Every time we have an event here at Warhammer World, we’re amazed by the quality of some of the army lists we get handed to us–old dusty 
tomes, electronic read–outs, scrolls, skulls, fully illustrated books and the like! We even had a huge wooden shield given to us once… To 
honour this creativity, we award the best army list award. Judged by the member of the Events Staff who checks all of the army lists, this prize 
goes entirely on presentation. So why not go mad and see what you can create? The player who is judged by us to have the most extravagant 
and well–presented army list will win the Scribe of Renown prize at the Award Ceremony!  
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SCHEDULE
8:00am – Registration begins. Bugman’s Bar open and serving their Breakfast Menu.
9:15am – Registration closes.
9:20am – Event Briefi ng
9:30am – 10:00am – Game 1
10:00am – 10:20am – Break
10:20am – 10:50am – Game 2
10:50am – 11:10am – Break
11:10am – 11:40am – Game 3
11:40am – 12:00pm – Break
12:00pm – 12:30pm – Game 4
12:30pm – 1:45pm – Lunch Break
(12:30pm – 1:00pm – Entries taken for the Hero of Legend Painting Competition.)
(1:00pm – 1:30pm – cast your vote in the Hero of Legend Painting Competition.)
1:45pm – 2:15pm – Game 5
2:15pm – 2:35pm – Break
2:35pm – 3:05pm – Game 6
3:05pm– 3:25pm – Break
3:25pm – 3:55pm – Game 7
3:55pm – 4:15pm – Break
4:15pm – 4:45pm – Game 8
4:45pm – 5:15pm – The dust settles.
5:15pm – 5:30pm – Award Ceremony
5:30pm – Home Time

Contact Us
To register with us, for any more information or to ask any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us:
Email – whworldevents@gwplc.com
Post – Warhammer World Events Team
Games Workshop
Willow Road
Nottingham
NG7 2WS

For more information on upcoming events, get hold of last minute tickets and to see photos from the event, fi nd us and follow us on 
Facebook – GW Warhammer World

Model Painters: John Bracken, Nick Bayton and Zak Gucklhorn. 
Photography: Glenn More
Rules Pack Layout: Jim Shardlow
Rules Pack Written: John Bracken
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